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INTRODUCTION

onsider the tolloVIng sentences- 

The B.A class w.ants to have a lree period (state of aflairs) 

1 fcel free to talk to my teacher (perception). 

I am totally trec to choose my career (choice). 

Even in the 21st century, a substantial part of South Asia's population is not free from the 

chutches ot poverty (denial of nmaterial needs). 

No country should be denied its freedom (denial of a sense of dignity) 

Now, let us substitute the term liberty wherever 'Treedom has been used in the above in-

stances. Each of these sentence brings to the fore a different dimension of the concept, 

defving a single detinition of liberty. They also highlight concepts other than liberty- 

equality, ight, justice, etc. How does one then delineate and distinguish the concept 

of liberty? 

MEANING 

Let us take the following sentence as an example-l am at liberty to learn how to drive a 

car To begin with, it means there are no hindrances to your decision. Nobody physically 

stops you trom learning how to drive a car. Second, the existence conditions for learning 

how to drive a car are available and accessible. So, you would have to have access to a car, a 

person who is willing to teach you how to drive, streets where it is safe for you to practise 

driving, etc. Third, and in a certain sense this precedes the first two, you have a choice to 
learn how to drive a car. So, the concept ot liberty carries three connotations-the notion 

of choice, the absence of constraints to make and exercise such a choice, and the existence 

Conditions that enable you to actuate the choice. 

EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT 
Liberty as a concept has been viewed variously by thinkers in various stages of the history 

of political thought. Each of these views expresses the thinkers understanding of the 

historical phase in which the concept evolved and is in sync with the larger philosophical 
outlook of the thinker. Let us understand the views of the various thinkers and see to 
what extent each ol them mirror the three connotations of liberty-choice, absence of 

Constraints, and existence conditions. 
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Read the following sentence and observe the meanings that it gIves rise to--lam free to 

take my political theory exam. Invariably, the first thing that comes to ones mind is tha 

one is not restrained from taking the exam. Now, let us look at the reasons for which one 

wants to take the exam. Broadly, one wants to take the exam to clear it and secure career 

prospects. Two immediate reasons can be stated-tirst, it is necessary to take the exam if 

one has to be promoted to the next level; secondil one does not take the exam, one is 
declared to have failed the paper. So, the fear of failure impels one to take the exam. Let s 

take the example further. My future security depends on clearing the exam. But I am nor 

prepared for the exam. In this context, ifI am at liberty to take my exam and do whatever 

I can to secure my future, does it nelude the liberty to cheat inthe exam? 
It is this understandingof libentythatis put forwardibyhomas Hobbes in his fictional 

state of nature. According to Hobbes, liberty or freedonm signifies the absence of all impedi-

ments to action that are not contained in the nature and intrinsic quality of the agent. As 

Hobbes would explain it is proper to state that the person who is tied with chains wants 

the liberty to leave, as the impediment is not in the person but in his chains, whereas that 

cannot be said of one who is sick or lame, because the impediment is in onesell. Fear and 

neeessitys fouHobbesp aientbemoivating lactors in-human natunethat impelthem towards 
liberty As heexplains, a man sometimes pays his debts only for fear of imprisonment, which 
because nobody hindered him from detaining, was the action of a man at liberty 

Two issuesemerge. One, can the act of one to preserve oneself be justified as an act of 

liberty even if it violates the safety of another human being(s)? TiWo. do you think the action 

of a person based only on fear or necessity is an act of liberty? Would you say that the act 

of begging due to the fear of starvation or the necessity to eat one square meal a day is an 

act based on liberty? After all, the beggar is not physically restrained by anybody in the act 

of begging 

While such an mderstandingot libeny does take into accounithe absencerofeonstraints 
aspect, it totally undermines the notion of choice and does not recognize any kind of moral 
framework. Going back to our example of wanting to learn how to drive a car, one may 
want to learn to drive a car as there is no other mode of transport available or because one 

is coerced into it. However, for it to be a decision based on liberty, the decision has to be 

based on the fact that one wants to learn or does not want to learn driving.itis this notion 

of choice that is conspicuouslyabsent in the examples by which we understand HoBbess view of liberty. The beggar does not have a choice on whether s/he wants to beg or not. 

Similarly, a dacoit cannot rob or kill anyone and explain it as an act of liberty to preserve 

Hobbe take 
Concept,wants to 

ne 

er 

herself/himself 

Hobbes understanding of liberty, based on considerations of fear and necessity rather 
than choice, does not make a clear distinction between acts of liberty and acts under the 

threat of coercion. For choice to be exercised in the exercise of liberty, existence conditions 
have to exist. Such conditions can include material resources as well as a moral framework. 
The scopeto exercise choice in a moral tramework finds place in Lockes umderstanding of 

the concept 
Let us reconsider the exampleof choievcited at the beginning of uhe chapter-I am ocke 

oncept,totally free to choose my career' This basicallynthrows up two points-no one should 
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to me what my career should be. S0.itl want to be aMji(videoijockeyhorawriter 

MBA COUrSe. However, my choice of career should not harm anybody So, I should not 
I should not be forced to become an lAS (lndian Iministrative Services)oficer or do an 

choose a career as a thiet or murderer 
riew of liberty as choice exercised in a moral iramework that comes across 

moral framework is based on the Laws of 
The Law of Nature, according to Locke, is that 

no one ought to harm another in his life, health, liberty, or possessions. Liberty as a natural 

ouhe words, what is morally pemitted: For Locke, each vidual is free to the extent the 

is 

m Lockes understanding of the concept. This 

Nature of whichequality isa central tenet. 

rioht, for Locke, is no more than the liberty to do what the Law of Nature allows_n 

evercise of freedom does not violate the tenet of equality. Ihe exercise of liberty should not 

be at the cost of equality 

NOw, what does liberty as a natural right imply for Locke? As a natural right, iberty i 
untversal night. ltuis a right held equaly by all in the state of nature. It is also a right that 

is bestowed by nature along with the right to life and property. As a natural right, liberty 

in human nature, is universal and can be apprehended by reason. As a night 

bestowed by nature, Locke viewsit as inalienable iniother words; one cannot waive from 

oes person the right to liberty. AsLocke states, 'Every One. is bound to preserve himself 
and not to quit his station willully, so by the like reason when his own Preservation comes 

not in competition, ought he, as much as he can, to preserve the rest of Mankind' (Locke 

1988: p. 271, emphasis added). 
As a matural right, liberty precedes civil and political society in Lockes thoughu The 

contract of civil society is drawn to preserve natural rights, including liberty While the 
political society regulates liberty it has no power to constrain it. The Lockean individual is 

guided by the faculty of reason in the exercise of freedom in conditions that are alterable. 
So, the Lockean individual will not seek the freedom to want to fly like a bird but will seek 
the freedom to be heard even if in a minority 

While the moral framework of Locke ensures existence conditions that qualily the 

DSence of restraint' and the element of choice, it does not specify ways to bring about 

Sence of conditions to facilitate choice. Let us understand this through the vearlier 

i-am free to choose my career. In the Lockean scheme this will amount to the 

gNobody has a right to dictate to me my choice of career. I have as much right to 

OOSe my career as any other person. My choice should not harm anybody 
mplications, however, do not take into aceount restraints on choices that are no 

naturah Again, going hack to the example of a beggar who begs for a living-nobody need 

Does it mean that the beggar chose to beg as a natural right? Till now, the concep of liberty or freedom has been discussed basically at the leve of 

ld the beggar to choose begging for a living and neither does it harm any 

Tdvidual. Also, the exercise of liberty is either n a moral framework (Locke But neither hindrances of hierarchy ano 

preserving oneself (Hobbes) or operat 

of these conceptions addresses the 

d nequality in the exercise of liberty. While Locke does conside 
.prerequisite, social inequalities are not addressed at all. It is this nin 

natural Y? 
nce to liberty 

that is addressed in Rousseaus thought. 
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Considerheinstaneethat some of us ewnavehielewand1traveubyntt an the cityeThis 
can havetwo possible eftects. One, it introduces a hierarchy between those who own a 

vehicle and those who do not. Two it increases pollution levels that is harmtul to all. So 

liberty here can be understood as liberating the people of the city from the hierarehy and 

inequality between a few people owning vehicles and those who do not bertvs 

eheosingthe rightoptionin thisicasewaspoiiution=iree opuon 
Rousseau considered freedom as a collective venttre, and as freeing oneselt trom self 

Roaye motives towards a larger good for the entire group. Hisomceptien of iibertyw liberates 

Concepthuman beings from the hierarchical and unjust inequality of society Rousseaurviews this 

inequality as the constraint in the realization of liberty. Unlike Hobbes andocke. libery 
is not a natural right for Rousseau. Liberty for him is liberation irom a state of untreedom 

which comes into being with the emergence of civil and political society. Constraintsion 

libenty retemto the constnants of ones baser nature that does net tacilitarehuman natur 
to think of the good of all Gonstrans also refer to theinequalire in soctetynthdt does ng 

allow for the exereise ofiliberty 
Apeople is liberated onlmiroughrobedienceto law lawIs equated with the expression 

of the general will of the whole community The individatinobevmg the laws obevs ones 
OWn self as thevauthor of those laws. authored by virtue of the capacity of uniting with 

others in the community An individual can be Iree only by being a part of a free people 

who obey laws. 

For Rousseau one is liberatecdiswhen-oneas treeot personat sentitude His wavout is to 
make individuals dependent not on other individuals or institutions, but upon the whole 

communiuy, which protects the goods and persons oft every citizen with the united force 

of all. The individual is lhberated from subjeetion to ones lower nature in uniting with 

the whole communityrAsRousseau states a free people obeys. but it does not serve, it 

has leadlers but no masters, it obeys the laws, but t obeys only the lawsand it is due to 
the strength of laws that it is not forced to obey man mstheunderstandng ot treedom 
through obedience to iawthat is captured in the iamous phrase of Rousseain The Social 
ContractMan is born free, but everywhere he is in chains 

The element ofv choieenin Reusseauis thoughtuis quite interesting It appears that he 
seems to equate choice with the right to choose the right option. where the right optton is pre-decided. for example driving a car can be seen as something that contributes to 

pollution. Polluton is harmlulto ail. It can then be decided that the ight option is to ride 
a bicycle rather than drive a car. So, the existence conditions would be tailored not towards 
conditions that enable them to drive a car but conditions that are friendly to cyelists and pedestrians as also conditions that would check pollution levels and be in the interesto the larger good. 

The word freedom may also have a parallel, though simplistic, reference to the idea o pleasure.Utilitarians see a positive correlation between freedom and pleasure: Freedom 
is about seeking pleasure and avoiding pain. This is bestweaptured in Benthams works Liberty for Bentham is viewed through the utilitarian maxim of 'Greatest Happinessvottne Greatest Number. Inthis1view the liberty of the rapist or the murderer comes into practic� 

Ben tham 
Concept 

competition with that of the victim. 
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Let us look at two Cxamples of pleasure giving activities- 

Watehing sunset is an activity that gives me pleasure. I should be Iree to wateh the 

sunset 

Taking drugs gves me pleasure. I should be Iree to talke drugs. 

since the utihtarian understanding of freedom does not make any distinction between 

dutletent kinds of pleasures, there is no difference between the kind of pleasure felt under 

ca) and () 
Therecanbe four possible reasoms because of which one can't endorse such a view of free-

dom in an unqualified manner. One, such an understanding of freedom is not accompanied 

ibv a sense of moral responsibility. The drug addict may indulge in anti social activities 

that may cause pain to a large number of people. wo it violates the harm principle fthat 

ones exereise of liberty should not harm the life, liberty and possessions of others--that 

Locke qualifies his understanding of liberty with Three, because the pleasure of one person 

the drug addict) can cause pain to several people, the utilitarian maxim of theGreatest 

HRppinessoithe Greaest Number is violated Four, this understanding though very similar 

the Hobbesian understanding of liberty, does not have the sole qualification that Hobbes 
sets for the exercise of freedom, namely, self preservation. So, the drug addiets freedom to 

takedrugs as it gives him/hen pleasure mayeven be a self-destruetive move 
This simplistic understanding of liberty within the utilitarian framework has been fine-

tuned to a great extent in the work of Benthams disciple.S. Mills On Liberty. This view 
will be discussed in detail in the next section 

J.S. Mill on Liberty 

Look at yet another example cited in the beginning of the chapter-The BA class wants to 
have a free period. On the face of it, it appears as a collective decision of the class. Now 

there might be a few students (as few as even one student) who may want the lecture to 

take place. whatr doiyouthink shouid be the decision of the teacher? An almost immediate 
response may be that since a majority of the students do not want the class to take place, 

the opinion of a few students (or one student) who want to attend the lecture should not 

be considered. This can generally be justified as a democratic cdecision. Such a democratic 
decision however, is at the cost of suppressing the individual decisions of the students 

who want to attend the lecture. 

Theibertynoutothave ones individualopinion suppressed bycollective decisions of 
s9eryand state is at thercore of jSMillsunderStanding oflhibertyn 

MIlls vews on libeuy are baset on his understanding of utility in the largest sense 

giounded on the permanent interests vof man as a progressive being His esay On Liberty 

eS to protect individual liberty from the interference of state and society. He takesthe 

ept othberty beyond the uttlitarman doctrine of Bentham byholding the view that a 
propenieoneeprwon olihappmessinciudes treedom as individuality Tor Mill, individuality 
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cch individual is uselul in proportion to the extent they difler from the rest. 

SMIRmalified uuitauianismwR wo comsiderationse-(a) in applying the prin- 

Ciple of uility, consideration has to be given both to the quality and quantity ol pleasure, 

and (& utlitarianism need not involve a radical break with traditional morality. Instead, 

Cvervday rules of morality can be seen as the utilitarian thumb rule 

lt 1s almost inevitable for conflicts to emerge from these qualilications. After all, it is very 

ditheult to prove that watching a classical dance recital is more pleasurable than eating 

bhelpuri on the streets (or vice versa). Contlicusiean emergeveven fon Mills second qualifica- 

tion. Take the statement Honesty is the best policy. One can hnd arguments as to how this 

will result in greater plcasure as well as greater pain. Liberty tor Mill can be regarded as a 

principle that mediates such conflicts. Freedom or liberty, for MiN, is also valuable as an 

end in itself. This is not to say that even a 'wrong' act is to be valued if it is freely chosen, 

What it indicates is freedom as an essential component of the ideal of individuality. It is by 

virtue of the freely chosen actions that an individual is regarded as a worthy person. 

Milldiseusses libertyunden three aspectsliberty of thought and discussion, principle 
of individuality, and limits of authority over an individual's action. 

nbenyofnhought and discussionis often understoodras freedom of expression It is 

not just the right of an individual to express an opinion but also includes the right of 

individuals to hear opinions expressed. So, while freedom of expression is sought 

exercised minimally at the level of an individual, the good derived from the freedom is for 

humankind at large 
Mill enumerates four reasons in favour of the freedom of expression. They are 

was a prerequisite lor the cultivation of the sel. This would enable society lo progresS as 

)1.2 

be 

faxuu 
M an opinion is suppressed as against the prevailing notion and the suppressed 

opinion is right, then humankind stands deprived of its benefit. And, even if it is 

the prevailing notion that is right, suppression of the 'wrong deprives humankind 

of the opportunity to reinforce what is right. So, to facilitate the expression of opin-

ions, true or false, that are against the prevailing notions in society. freedom of ex- 

pression is needed. 

n the field of soetal and politieal belief, truth rather than being of one view or the 
other, emerges from the conflict of two or more opposing viewst It is only freedom 
of expression that facilitates the airing out of several views. 

Freedom of expression can throw up right views as well as wrong. But even views 

that are wrong or talse should not be suppressed as1 they may contain elements Q0 
trth. Such elements of truth may be lost to humankind if freedom of expression Is 

not exercised 

iven prevailing views that are true and right need opposition to reinforce their 
ruth and to prevent themselves Irom being frozen into inert clichés. Indeed, it 

is only by being exposed to contradictions that views become reliable guides for 

action 

1 

According to Milt, it is the clash of views lacilitated by the freedom of expression that 
provides the intellectual impetus for thought, discussion, and progress. Mill is convinced 
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ociety 
degener: 

into prèjudices and opinions lack a rational foundation. 

behaviour, customs,ar practices. There is no pre-decided concept of the "right' 

that without such. thoult such freedom sesiety finds itself enfeebled by dogma. Belieis held by such a 

human being to choose rather than blindly follow accepted Individuality enables a 

on wrong way of life 
Malidefends the principle.of individuality against governmental interlerenee and social 

modes of b 
The content of right choices depends on the kind of person one is. 

M tyranny he sphere of non-interventic in an individual's life is demarcated by drawing 

een self-regarding and other-regarding activities. Selregarding actions 

individual is sovereign. Whether an action is other-regarding or 
a distinction between 

re ctions over which the i 

icrof concern to others depends on whether such action is harmful to others. Now, there 

an be several instances where the boundaries between self-regarding and other-regarding 

actions are quite blurrgd. For example, addictión of an individual to drugs is as much a 

Self-regarding as an other-regarding issue. To counter this, some readings on Mill state that 

a self-regarding action cannot be viewed as other-regarding if it causes offence, it can be 

viewed so only if it causes injury. This exempts intervention in self-regarding action on 

grounds of moral beliefs as to the appropriate formof social behavioum 

can 

Liberty: A Liberal Good? 

Ka Mayk Concept 
It is often felt that liberty is a concomitant value of liberalism. As a multifaceted concept, the 

value of liberty or freedom is present in the writings of even those who are not considered 

liberals. Of the thinkers we have discussed so far, Rousseau is one such example. Yet 
another thinker is Karl Marx. Marxs understanding of liberty is through instances of what 
is not liberty. 

Let us go back to our example-I am iree to choose my career-to understand the way 

in which Marx perceives the absence of liberty Let us be more specific--I view myself as a 

Writer and want to choose writing as my career. Now, let us assume that due to lack of the 

right material existence conditions, in order to survive T have to work as a factory worker. 
To have a career as Writer would be to realize the writer in myself. My job as a factory 

worker disables me from relating to myself. In that sense, my own labour confronts my 

sense of self and alienates me. 
KaACcording to Marx, what defines human nature is the ability to express creativity The 

Circumstances that create situations of inability of expression of self are those that deny lib- 

erty Marx explains the denial of liberty, what he terms alienation, as a four-stage process. 
ne agent is alienated from the product, from productive activity, one's own human nature 

and Irom other human beings. Marx explains this by saying, As a result, therefore, man (the 
oer) no longer feels himself to be freely active in any but his animal functions-eating. 

ngprocreating or at most in his dwelling; and in his human functions he no longer 
leels himself to be anything but an animal. 

MaxS understanding of the term iberation' is leading a life of self-realization Self 
an can be defined as the full and free actualization and externalization of the powers 

Dilties of the individual. Marx held capitalism responsible for the lack of opportun-

Sl-realization,. tHe also enmphasized, however, that capitalism creates the material 

rea 
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bases tor another society in which the full and free self-realization of each and every indi-

vidual becomes possible. 

apitalism hinders self-realization in two ways One, the formation ot desires occurs 

through a process the individual does not understand and with which one does not identify 

Oten, ones own desires appear as alien powers, not as freely chosen. Two, the realization 

of desires is often frustrated by lack of coordination and common planning. The aggregate 

outcome of individual actions appears as an independent and even hostile power, not as 

treely and jointly willed. The non-identification with ones desires and controntation of 

ones self by those desires is what he termed alienation. 

CLASSIFICATION: NEGATIVE 
AND POSITIVE LIBERTY 

Let us have anotherlook at the example-The BA class wants to have a tree period. Now 

the students of the class do know that this may mean that they may not cover their course 

before the exam. This will cost them their nmarks and affect their future career prospects. 

Nobody is forcing the class to miss the lecture. Yet, the temptation to have some free time 

stops the class from doing what it ought to do-attend the class. in this example, no one 

is stopping the students from bunking the class, and in this sense the students in the class 

are free. On the other hand, if being free is being self-determined and entails control over 

temptations to take care of real interests, then the students of the class are not free. 

itis to explain this distinction that the concept of liberty was classified in 1969 

as negative liberty and positive liberty by Isaiah Berlin in his celebrated work-Two 

Concepts of Liberty. 
Berlin 

Negative Liberty 
The term negative in negative liberty indicates injunctions that prohibit acts that restrict 
reedom, Popularly understood as freedom from interference, the scope of negative liberty 
is the answer to the question 'Over what area am 

further states: 1f I am prevented by others from doing what I could otherwise do, I amto 

that degree unlree: and il this area is contracted by other men beyond a certain minimum, 

T can be described as being coerced, or, it may be, enslaved (Berlin 1969: 121-22) F 
Example if an individual who is otherwise qualified to contest elections is prevented by 
others from doing so by the use of coercion, the liberty of the potential candidate is being 

infringed. Berlin, however, makes it clear that incapacity to attain a goal is not unfreedonm. 
Ashe states, önly restrictions imposed by other people affect my Ireedom. 

master? (Berlin 1969: 121-22). Berlin 

Negative Iiberty rests on two main axioms- 

Each one knows oncs own interest best. This is based on the assumption of the 

individual as a rational agent with a capacity to deliberate and make an informed 

choice 
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The state has a limited role to play. This follows irom the earlier axiom: with the 

indi 
individual agency foregrounded, the state cannot decide ends and purposes for the 

individual Concep Be 
For Berlin 1969) 

nortunity concept ot treedom t tocuses on the availability rather than exercise of 

negative liberty as Ireedom is the opportunity to act, not action itselit.
As opp 

itV. The central problem with the negative concept of liberty is its indifference to 

the q 
aality of action For example 1t makes no distinction between being liberated to pur- 

the occupation of ones choice and the liberty to starve. Indeed, poverty is not always 

oen a5 an infringefient of freedom in negative liberty 
TO thinkets who illustrate negative liberty in their writings are Frederick Hayek and 

Rober Nozick. Hayek views liberty as a negative concept, because 'it describes the absence 

particular obstacle-coercion by other men, and it becomes positive only through 
what we make of it. This is complimented by Hayek's definition of individual freedom as 

the state in which a man is not subjcct to coercion by the arbitrary will of another'. Hayek 

does notview negative liberty as exhaustive of the concept of treedom as he postulates a 

necessary connection between liberty. justice and welfare. He explains this by stating that 
the conception of Ireedom under the law rests on the contention that when we obey laws, 

in the sense of general abstract rules irrespective of their application to us, we are not 

subject to another mans will and are therefore Iree 

I NozickS conception, the primary hreat to mberty is the imposition of obligations to 

which one has not consented. Liberty is to be saleguarded by keeping such obligations to 

a minimum, leaving the greatest posSible scope lor voluntary agreements and exchange 

The idea that Tespectfor individual libertyrequires consent is a necessary condition for all 
obligations beyond the requirements of a minimal framework of rights. 

aPositive Liberty 
iherconceptrof positive liberty proceeds with the idea that each self has a higher self and 
a lower selt The higher self, the rational self, should attain mastery over the lower self for 
an individual or a people to be liberated in the understanding of positive liberty: As Berlin 

U969) statës. The positive sense of the word liberty' derives from the wish on the part of 
the individual to be his own master.. Iwish to be the instrument of my own, not of other 

ens acts of will... I wish, above all, to be consctous of myself as a thinking, willing, active 

g bearing responsibility lor his choices and able to explain them by reference to his 
eas and purposes. It does not just refer to non-interference, but includes the idea of 
Sell-mastery where the higher self is in command ot the lower selt. 
bery is the freedom to do. It is what can be called the texercise eoncepi o 
15 exercising and availing of ihe opportunities while negative freedom is just 

Opportunities. Unlike negative liberty, positive tiberty is open to the idea of directing 
a 

vidual either by law or an elite As long as the law directs the individual towards 
ra-tic Od ends, it liberates rather than oppresses the individual's personality. Rousseau is a 
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Otary of positive liberty when he states that true liberty is in obedience to moral law He 

aiso relers to it as the function of the will of the enlightened people. From a neo-Marxist 

perspective, Herbert Marcuse also favours a positive conception of-liberty Ihe reason given 

s nat the working class is incapable of seeing its true end and needs to be directed towards 

liberation by the revolutionary elite. 

Positive liberty alsoincludes the idea of collective controlovercommon lite. Maintaining 

a pollution-free environment is a collective effort for the common benefit. While this may 

allow a certain degree of coercion, it is usually justified by the larger good involved. 

Berdin Many liberals, including Berli, have suggested that the positive concept of liberty carries 

with it a danger of authoritarianism. Consider the fate of a permanent and oppressed minor. 

ity Because the members of this minority participate in a democratic proCess character 

12ed by majority rule, they might be said to be free on the grounds that they are members 

of a sociely exercising self-control over its owm affairs. But they are oppressed, and so are 

surely unlree. 

J. S. Mill and Negative and Positive Liberty 

Mill, often viewed as a defender ofl the negative concept of freedom, compared the develop- 
ment of an individual to that of a plant: individuals, like plants, must be allowed to grow 

in the sense of developing their own faculties to the full and according to their own inner 

logic. Personal growth is something that cannot be imposed from without, but must ceme 

from within the individual. 
Critics, however, have objected that the ideal described by Mill looks much more like a 

positive concept ol liberty than a negative one. Positive hiberty consists, they say, in exactly 

this growth of the individual: the free individual is one that develops, determines and 

changes her own desires and interests autonomously. and from within. This is not liberty 

as the mere absence of obstacles, but liberty as sel-realization 
While the emphasis on non-intervention in the lile of the ndividual tends to classify 

Mill as a theorist of negative liberty, the defence of individuality to facilitate deliberate culti- 

vation of certain desirable auitudes, docs not preclude the possibility of understanding Mill 
as a theorist of positive liberty 

Insufficiency of Negative Liberty: Charles Taylor 
chavl 

While Mill does not limit himself to the negative concept of liberty and Berlin discusses 

the role of positive liberty as self-mastery that complements the view of negative liberty as 
non-interference, Charles Taylor points out why negative liberty may be a necessary pre- 

Tequisite: but not a suflicient condition for freedom. Taylor discusses the two types of lib- 

ery as the opportunity concept of ireedom (negative liberty) and as the exercise.concept 
ol freedom (positive liberty). For Taylor, the concept ot lreedom is inclusive of the eencept 

of self-realization. This notion of sell-realization is.unique to'each individual andrcamonl 
be worked our independently Taylor feels that a pure opportunity concept of freedom i5 

Tay ler 

Con cept 
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wadeauate to attan freedom nelusive ot sell-realization. As aylor states, We can't say that 

eone 18s free. on a sell-reaizalion view, il he is totally unrealized. For example. il you 
he notential to sing well, to the extent that nobody goes out of the way to deny you 

have t 
apportunties, your 
enaicd tll you dont exercise the freecdom to realize your potential as a singer. 

This eNeTise of lrecdom is lurther qualifhed. Merely exercising lreedom does not lead to 
the attainment ot sell-Tealization. Ihere are certain conditions put on one's motivation to 

aualty the exeneise concept ol freccdom as a quest for the attainment of self-realization. One 

s not free if one is motivated 'through lear, inauthentically internalized standards, or false 

cotscOusness So, il you exercise your potential to be a good singer because somebody 

nes vou, or you think it will elevate your social standing or you think of it as a way to 
be popular among Iriends, then the quest lor sell-realization is a motivated one. Taylor also 

states that the subject cannot be the hnal authority on whether one's desires are authentic. 

This is because otheS may know us better than we know ourselves. 

On the one hand, one has to be cautious that the quest for self-realization, even if decided 
by the subject, is not motivated by fear or talse consciousness. On the other hand, since 

the subject is vulnerable to having her/his quest for sell-realization motivated, the question 
arises as to who decides the auhenticity of the quest for sell-realization. One way out is 

the Rousseauan way, where the 'right' path helps in the realization of one's higher self. This, 
however, can have authoritarian, totalitarian implications. For, if the subject is to realize a 

good that is pre-decided by someone other than her/him as consonant with one's higher 
nature, it is an anachronic situation in which the subject needs to relinquish the freedom to 

make an independent judgement of the 'right path to attain freedom. 

Taylor acknowledges that the concept of positive liberty, understood in the Rousseauan 
framework is prone to totalitarian manipulation. However, according to him, the quest 
for self-realization need not be subject to totalitariarn manipulation. The reason given by 
him is that since each person has his/her original form of realization, nobody can possess 
a doctrine or à technique to manipulate with a totalitarian intention as such a doctrine or 

a technique cannot in principle exist if human beings really difler in their self-realization. 

sphere ot negative liberty has not been violated. However, you are not

Liberty: Freedom as a Triadic Relation 

As Gerald MacCallum (1967) pointed out, there is no simple dichotomy between positive 
and negative liberty: rather, we should recognize that there is a whole range ol possible 
nterpretations or conceptions of the single concept of liberty. He explains liberty as a triadic 

relationshipinthe following manner-Xis free from Y to do or become (ornot to doorbecome) 
According to MacCallum-asubject, or agent, is free Irom certain constraints, or preventing 

Conditions, to do or become cernain things. Freedom is, therefore, a triadic relation-that is, 
d relation between three things: an agent, certain preventing conditions, and certain doings 

r ecomings of the agent. Any statement about freedom or unlreedom can be translated 
i a statement of the above form by specilying what is Iree or unlree, from what it is lee 

r untree and what it is Iree or unfree to do or become. Any claim about the presence or 
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bscince ot treedom n a given situation will, therelore, make CCrlain aSSumplions abou 

wnat conts as an agent, what counts as a 
constraint or 

limilation on lrecdom, and whar 

counts as a purpose that the agent can be describcd as either Iree or unlree to carry ou 

lndeed, as MacCallum says, a number of classic authors cannot be placed uncquivocallu 

n one or the other of the two camps. 
Locke, for example, is normaly thought ol as the 

lather of classical liberalism and, therefore, a staunch delender of the negative concept of 

reedom. He, indeed, states explicitly that 'lto be au| liberty 1s to be Irec Irom restraint and 

violence from others. But he also says that liberty is not to be contused with licence'and can 

be exercised only within a moral framework (Locke 1988: paras 6, 57). Locke also seeme 

to endorse an account of MacCallums third 
freedom-variable (Z) that Berlin would cal 

positive, restricting this to actions that are not immoral (liberty is not licence) and to those 

that are in the agent's own interests (I am not untree il prevented Irom talling into a bop) 

LIBERTY AND OTHER CONCEPTS 

Liberty and Equality 

The concepts of liberty and equality conflict or complement each other depending on how 

they are defined. The most common reason for the contlict is scarcity of resources and the 

nature of its distribution. To understand the nature ot contlicts between equality and liberty, 

let us start with an example. Let us take the example of a family with meagre resources to 

be divided between the education of two siblings, one of whom wants to become a doctor 

and another an engineer-arguably both incur fairly high expenses. Either the family can 

divide the resources in an equal way between the two siblings or allow one of them to 

pursue her/his vocation of choice. However the resources are divided, the values of equality 
and liberty end up in a relation of conflict. 

Liberty and equality conflict with each other when equality is understood as equality ot 
outcome, and liberty is understood as freedom to choose. Equality as equality of outcome 

tends to work as a levelling mechanism. This consequently reduces the freedom ot choice 

by restricting the availability of outcome. In the above example, if the resources are divided 
into two equal halves, what is achieved is an equal outcome with both siblings having the 

same amount of resources. This equality is, however, accompanied by the fact that nether 

can pursue the vocation of their choice. The stress on equality of outcome, thus, is at the cost 

of the liberty to choose. 

Liberty and equality also tend to conflict with each other when either concept is equated 
with fairness. A fair state of affairs is however very subjective. Any state of aflairs can be lar 

f some arbitrarily believe it to be fair and vice versadn uhe examplediscussed above, giving 
all the resources to one of the siblings can be seen as fair to the extent that at least one of the 

can exercise the freedom of choice. The same situation can also be seen as unfair as the 

other sibling is totally deprived of any share of resources. An equal division between bal 

he siblings, too, can be arbitrarily described as fair (as neither is totally deprived of her/hb 

share) as well as unlair (neither is now capable of pursuing the vocation of their choice 
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Fauality and liberty can also contlict with each other when the practice of one is at the 

nst of the other. The extent to which liberty is attained can be gauged by the extent to 

which a trade-off has taken place wilh the concept ol equality and vice versa. Again, going 

hacik totherexampke above, the liberty of any one sibling to pursue the vocation of her/his 

hoice is in proportion to the extent of equality that is violated by the other siblings equal 

share of resources. The liberty of each sibling is violated to the extent that the equal division 

of resources has limited their choice. 

1ohn Rawls a sociabeonract theorist ot the-20uh century, attempted to reconcile the 
values of liberty and equality through his veilotignoranee argument. The motive behind 

this was as much to secure the inviolability of liberty as welfarist and redistributivist ideals 

of equality 
Rawls developed a scheme of basic liberties in his work, 4 Theory of Justice. The basic lib 

erties are those that free and equal persons with the relevant moral capacities would choose 

in what he calls the original position. This original position is a position where individuals 

divide liberties and resources in society without knowing their placement in society (see 

the chapter on Justice). According to Rawls, these basic liberties consist in freedom of 

thought and liberty of conscience; the political liberties and freedom of association, as well 

as the freedoms specihed by the liberty and integrity of the person; and finally, the rights 

and liberties covered by the rule ot law. lo resolve contlict between various liberties, Rawls 

suggests that the institutional rules that define these liberties must be adjusted so that they 

fit into a coherent scheme of liberties. This scheme is secured equally for all citizens. In 

the Rawlsian scheme, redistribution of resources to bring about equality is qualified by 

two conditions-that the basic liberties will not be infringed upon and that increase of re- 

sources at any level should not be at the cost of the worst-off person. 

Equality and Liberty: A Complementary Relation? A complementary relation be- 
tween equality and liberty also depends on the way they are defined. To examine the pos- 

sibility of a complementary relation liberty can be understood as being in control of one's 

life. This implies three things- 

(a) Leading one's life according to one's beliels, desires and purposes 

(b) Being able to examine and revise them 
c)Being able to pursue alternative paths 

Equality can be understood as non-discrimination. As non-discrimination, it entails 
elimination of disadvantages of those who sufler from them, yet are not responsible for 

them. It entails protection of essential interests that are harmed by such disadvantages. 

Without an equal opportunity to be liberated, neither equality nor liberty can attain its 

purpose in totality. 

Lquality accompanies the concept of liberty in the view of most thinkers. For Locke, 

natural rights (inclusive of liberty) are regulated by natural law characterized by equality 
ror Rawls, any method of distribution of TIberties or social resources has to conform to the 
norm of equality. 
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Liberty and Rights 
While there is a strand in Western political thought that equates the concept ot right with 

the concept of liberty (Hobbes, Locke, Nozick), contemporary theory is of the opinion that 

they are two distinct concepts. The traditional view understood the equation between the two 

concepts as the idea of having a right to do or be something is the same as the freedom to 

do or be something. Later, it was felt that while liberty cannot be cquated with the concept 

ot right, a right is a liberty in a restricted sense-a liberty that is protected, recognized or 

allowed by the law (Holmes 1881; Lamont 1946). 

The concept of liberty differs with the concept of right in at least three ways. 

(a)There can only be a right to something, whereas treedom can be treedom to, as well 

as, freedom from. One does not have a right from something (this is distinct from 

a right not to do or be something). 

(b) There are degrees of freedom, but not of rights. One can be more or less free, but 

one cannot have more or less of a right. 

(C)Liberty cannot be delegated, transterred or waived unlike a right. 

In contemporary theory, Dworkin admits that the concept of liberty can be related to 

a concept of right in a weak sense. As he explains, someone has a right to liberty if Slhe 
either wants it or if it is good for her/him to have it. But a right to liberty cannot be always 

sustained in a stronger sense of right. As in, if someone has a right to something, then it 
is wrong for the government to deny it to her/him even though it would be in the general 

interest to do so. 

THE CONCEPT OF LIBERTY IN INDIA 

The term closest to liberty in the Indian tradition is mukti; its connotations, however, 

are entirely other-worldly. Understood either as renunciation or as deliverance from the 
chain of rebiths, the initial understanding of mukti did not refer to freecdom from social 

restrictions 
Ideas of modern liberty entered colonial Indiathroughthree different routes-colonial legal 

arrangements accompanied by tacit understandings of rights and freedoms of individuals, 

institutional spread of Western-style education, and intellectual influence of Western 
social thinking. With the rise of the middle class and spread of non-ancestral salaried jobs, 
freedom began to be expressed in an individualistic manner. Women were elevated trom 
their hierarchically subordinate position in the joint family to that of a companion. Freedom 

was also expressed in the religious sphere through the formation of associations. Voluntary 
associations were also formed lor the establishment of educaional projects, advancement ot 

women, sports clubs, elc. However, opportunities to lorm and enter these associations were 

limited to the upper-caste elites. Iwo pioneers of Ireedom from social restrictions in ndia 
Rabindranath Tagore and Raja Rammohun Roy-were a part of this elite. 
In western Indha, unlike Bengal, thinkers Irom lower-casie groups began to use ideas of 

social freedom to atlack caste hierarchy, notably Jyotiba Phule and later, B. R. Ambedkar. 
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taf freedom came to be located in the everyday lite of caste indignities. Free-

dom 
had two aspects to it-l 

attumative 

The meaning of free 

-liberation of lower castes trom upper-caste domination, and 
O WIth Tegard to jobs in the colonial administration. This strand remained 

in a state of potentia contlict 
rst decade of the 20th century, the meaning ot Ireedom came to be dominated by the 

with the nationalist strand-ireedom from colonial rule. By 

idea of freedom lrom colonial rule. 

hoth the strands of treedom tound a place in the views of Gandhi. Gandhi adopted the 

eH Swaraj' as an analogue to the concept ot treedom. The very term swaraj carries with it 

the two main components that it embodies-swa as in 'sellf' and raj as in 'rule' and can be 

1nderstood as 'self-rule in two semses-rule of self' and rule over self. Gandhi understood 

and sought to apply treedom as swaraj in both senses of the term. Swaraj, in the context of 

the freedom struggle in lndia, reterred to freedom as a constitutional and political demand 

and as a value at the social-collective level. It meant not just freedom from British rule, but 

also freedom from the cultural authority of the West. 

It is the understanding of swaraj as 'rule over self' that was highlighted by Gandhi in his 

work Hind Swaraj, where he states, 'It is swaraj when we learm to rule ourselves. Swaraj, in 

this understanding, is about redeeming onea self-respect, self-responsibility, and capacities 

for self-realization from institutions of dehumanization. Understanding the real self, and 

its relation to communities and society. is critical to the project of attaining swaraj. Such 

an understanding of swaraj advocated that people must continuously strive to create a dif- 

ferent set of institutions, structures and processes consistent with diverse cultures, traditions 
as well as principles of the natural world. Gandhi believed that the development that fol- 
lows would liberate both individual and collective potentialities guided by the principle of 

justice. 

Liberty and the indian Constitution 

The Indian Constitution discusses liberty in Part I1 of the document under Fundamental 
Rights. These rights are primarily in the form of negative injunctions rather than positive 
directions to the state. While the rights are fundamental, they are not absolute. Liberty as a 

principle, is protected not just by the right to freedom and the right to personal liberty, but 
also by the Directive Principles of State Policy 

While Article 19 of Part Ill of the Constitution-Right to Freedom-enumerates the 
various freedoms, Article 21 defines the scope of the liberty principle. 

Article 21-worded in the following manner: No person shall be deprived of his life or 
PErsonal fiberty except according to procedure established by law-is the only article in the 
entire gamut of Fundamental Rights that does not have exceptions or qualifications to its 
Pplication. In fact, one need not even be a citizen of India to invoke Article 21. In not de- 
nanding the criterion of citizenship, the Indian Constitution has elevated the right to lite 
and personal liberty to the status of a human right. 

Judiciary in India and Article 21 Statutes do not cover every conceivable case, and even 
Ca statute does control a case, the courts may need to interpret it. Judicial decisions are 
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known collectively as case law. A judicial decision legally binds the parties in the case, and 

may also serve as a law in the same prospective sense as does a statute. In other words a 

Judicial decision determines the outcome of the particular case, and also may regulate the 

future conduct of all persons within the jurisdiction of the court. 

it is instructive to note the way courts in India have understood and applied the concen 

ot liberty. Its multifaceted aspects as mirrored in the application of law facilitate the strur. 
ture of reality and prevent liberty from being restricted to the abstract realm. The Indian 

judiciary is replete with instances of case law on the concept ot liberty. Through its judge. 
ments and observations it has substantially contributed to the expansion of the right to life 

and personal liberty. The four instances cited below indicate the role of judicial decisions 

in the expansion of the scope of liberty. 
The judiciary initially restricted itself to limiting the concept of liberty to tangible con- 

straints. The Supreme Court in 1963 in the Kharak Singh case pointed out, that 'in dealing 

with a fundamental right such as the right to free movement and personal liberty, that only 

can constitute an infringement which is both direct as well as tangible and it could not be 

that the constitution makers intended to protect or protected mere personal sensitiveness 
A far more expansive understanding of liberty was visible in 1981 when a Supreme Court 

judge observed (Francis Coralie Mullin v. Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi) that 

the right to life includes the right to live with human dignity and all that goes along with 

it, namely, the bare necessities of life such as adequate nutrition, clothing and shelter 

and facilities for reading, writing and expressing oneself in diverse forms, freely moving 
about and mixing and commingling (sic) with fellow human beings. Of course, the mag. 

nitude and content of the components of this right would depend upon the extent of the 

economic development of the country, but it must, in any view of the matter, include 

the right to the basic necessities of life and also the right to carry on such functions and 

activities as constitute the bare minimum expression of the human sell. 

The expansive understanding was further reiterated in 1984 in the Bandhua Mukti 

Morcha case-the scope of Article 21 was broadened by drawing on the Directive Principles 
of State Policy. The judgement noted- 

This right to live with human dignity (as) enshrined in Article 21... must include pro- 
tection of the health and strength of workers. of tender age of children against abuse, 
opportunities and facilities... to develop in a healthy manner.. in conditions of freedom and dignity, educational lacilities., just and humane conditions of work and matemity reliel. 

A holistic interpretation ol Article 21 was put forward in 1989 (Ramsharan v. Union ol 

India) where it was held that 'all that gives meaning to a man's life including his tradition, 
culture and heritage, and protection of that heritage in its full measure would certainly come within the encompass of an expanded concept of Article 21 of the Constitution'. In a 199 

judgement, the Supreme Court went on to include 'the right of enjoyment of pollution-free 

water and air for full enjoyment of lile' under Article 21. 


